
The Anima Festival is well on its way and now entering its final weekend. These next three days promise even more highlights, 
like the meeting with Mickael Coedel, the preview of Modest-Heroes, a programme of three films emblematic of the 
virtuosity coming from the Ponoc studio, the new leader of Japanese animation; or the rerun of the outstanding feature 
I Lost my Body. The kids will have the chance to see or see again the superhero SamSam or the touching Missing Link, as 
well as enjoying a profusion of visual worlds with the short film programme The Kite and Other Tales.

And of course, on the ninth day, there’s the Animated Night! The Festival’s flagship event for 23 years already, this is a 
unique opportunity to come to the cinema in pyjamas (optional!) to get your fill of animation till the wee small hours. 
You’ll be able to see three programmes where humour and transgression compete with the bizarre. A total of thirty five 
shorts, from funny little things to big extravaganzas, to experience the most animated night of the year! The atmosphere 
is guaranteed between programmes with DJ Sharky & VJ Tzky (Machine Sauvage): visuals mixing conceptual art and pop 
culture will light up the Flagey hall set to a rhythmic beat.

The Festival will end in style with the closing ceremony bringing together the 
who’s who of animation, including our international guests, waiting for the 
verdicts of the different juries and the public. Following the ceremony, the 
39th ANIMA, the Brussels International Animation Film Festival will come to 
a close with the preview screening of the crazy Danish feature Monty and 
the Street Party (Anders Morgenthaler and Mikael Wulff).
Prizewinning films will be screened in studio 5 from 10:00 pm for a Best Of 
Anima 2020! 
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Animation till the wee small hours with the Animated Night!
Saturday February 29 at Flagey

Modest Heroes © Studio Ponoc J’ai perdu mon corps © Lumière Samsam © La Compagnie Cinématographique Monsieur Link © The Searchers Le Cerf-volant et autres contes © BFILM, FAMU

Nuit Animée - Juana Molina - Paraguaya Punk © Dante Zaballa Nuit Animée - Hot and Tasty © Royal College of Art Nuit Animée - Pumper Paradise © Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg GmbH

Monty and the Street Party © The Danish Film Institute
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